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 Curriculum Planning Template – Somerville Early Education 

Trajectory for Thematic Inquiry: Planning from the Big Idea 

Consult ELA Pacing & Curriculum Guides, Big Idea Guides, & Building Blocks Math Pacing Guide 

 

Me and My Friends 

Antibias Education Goals and Outcomes  (Derman-Sparks, 2010, Teaching Tolerance) 

  
·         Goal 1: Each child will demonstrate self-awareness, confidence, family pride, and positive 

social identities. 
·         I know and like who I am and can talk about my family and myself and name some of my 

group identities. 
·         I can talk about interesting and healthy ways that some people who share my group 

identities live their lives. 
·         I know that all my group identities are part of me—but that I am always ALL me. 
·         I can feel good about myself without being mean or making other people feel bad. 
·         I see that the way my family and I do things is both the same as and different from how other 

people do things, and I am interested in both. 
  
·         Goal 2: Each child will express comfort and joy with human diversity; accurate language for 

human differences; and deep, caring human connections. 
·         I like being around people who are like me and different from me, and I can be friendly to 

everyone. 
·         I can describe some ways that I am similar to and different from people who share my 

identities and those who have other identities. 
·         I want to know about other people and how our lives and experiences are the same and 

different. 
·         I know everyone has feelings, and I want to get along with people who are similar to and 

different from me. 
·         I find it interesting that groups of people believe different things and live their daily lives in 

different ways 

 

Big Idea(s):   

● I am a person.  I am unique.  

● I have my own name. 

● I have my own thoughts, experiences and feelings. 

● I am like other people.  I am different from other people. 

● People want to learn all about me, and I want learn about them. 

● We all have similarities and differences. 
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Questions you might ask children:  

● How are we alike? How are different? 

● What do you wonder about other people? 

● What makes you you? How are you special? 

● How can we share and make connections (friendships) with other people? 

 

 

 

Sample Planning Web: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Me and 
My 

Friends

Who am I?

•physical characteristics
•name & name story
•likes
•language(s) I speak
•things I'm good at
•What makes me special?
•cultural ways of being

Who are you? 

•physical Characteristics 
•name & name story
•likes
•language(s) you speak
•things you're good at?
•What makes you special?
•cultural ways of being 

How are we alike and 
different?

•physical characteristics 
•name & name story
•likes
•languages we speak
•skills and strength
•cultural ways of being
•how are we connected?
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A TRAJECTORY OF INQUIRY 

STARTING OUT AND SETTING THE STAGE 

 

Surface prior knowledge. Set the Stage: 

● Prepare the environment to provide Windows and Mirrors for children to see themselves and their 
community. Windows help children see out into the world.  Mirrors reflect children back to 
themselves. 

○ Post images of diverse children and adults.  

○ Provide books with characters that represent the children in your classroom and 

community. 

○ Provide figurines, dolls, puzzles, and other materials that represent a diversity of children.  

○ Use photos of your students throughout the room.  

○ Have mirrors in different areas of the classroom. 

 

● Play name games - use children’s photos and names during greetings/games/songs and around the 
classroom. (EP1:OLCD) Be sure to learn and teach the proper pronunciation of every child’s name.  

 

● Invite children to tell stories from their lives – things they like to do, experiences they have had. 
Teach the ‘same-same’ or ‘me too’ sign so children can make connections to each other.     

                                                                                                                                               

Generate curiosity: Pose questions, read a high interest book, take a field trip (EP1:OLCD) 

● Big Books: - I Like Me, Only One Like This 

 

● Lada’s Group Gathering Song – “I like _______.  ______’s my friend.  I like _______.  Here we go 

again.” 

 

● Introduce the concepts of  ‘same’ (similarities) and ‘different’ (differences) by reading: 

○ You  Be You – emphasize the word “some.”  What are some ways people in your class are 
alike and different?   
 

○ Me Too! – What are the ways of your children?  How are they alike and different? 

 

● Play games that help children notice things that they may have in common with their peers (stand 

up if you like pizza, touch your nose if you have curly hair, etc.) 

● Play Sesame Street song  “I Love My Hair”  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enpFde5rgmw 

●  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enpFde5rgmw
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● Invite children to explore the diversity of their physical characteristic. 

○  Read Two Eyes, a Nose, and a Mouth – Discuss and explore – “We all have eye. Are eyes are 
different shapes and colors.” 

■ Song chart – “Eyes, Eyes, Eyes”  
 

○ Read The Colors of Us – notice, explore and represent the different skin tones in the 
classroom. 

■ Song Chart – “We Are Made of the Colors of Earth”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p1RWCKA-EtM 

 

● Invite children to share and discuss their skills and strengths. 

○ Read Is it Easy? Is it Hard? or A,B,C I Like Me.  Discuss “What things are easy for you to do?  
What things are hard for you to do?”   Emphasize that everyone is working on something; 
and everyone is contributing something.  

 

Make connections to children’s lives and families 

● Invite children to explore their names and tell their name stories. 

○ Gather children’s name stories from their families.  Why were they given their names?  

○ Do a modified reading of My Name is Johari (clip together and skip pp. 4-7, we do not need 
to introduce the conflict on these pages – particularly given the race of the characters in the 
conflict.) 

 

○ Read from Anne to Zach 
 

● As children tell stories from their lives, invite peers to make connections – noticing similarities and 
differences.  

 

● Create a take home “bear” with a journal activity, for children to share home experiences with the 
group.  

 

SURFACING KNOWLEDGE & QUESTIONS 
 

Generate KW (Know, Want to know) Chart: What do we know or think we know about ________ ? 

● Physical Characteristics – our skin, our hair, our eyes, our bodies 

● Names 

● Shades of People – Shades of Brown  

● Making a Self-Portrait 
 

Expand Children’s Thinking 

So, now that we Know some information and have some ideas about _____, what should we investigate? 

It seems that you are curious about_______?  Brainstorm a list of all the things the children Want know 

about _____. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p1RWCKA-EtM
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Possible Activities:  

  

● Read Shades of People  and/or  All the Colors of the Earth 

○ Gather “signs of fall” natural artifacts and explore the beautiful shades of brown –  make a 
contact paper collage by sticking on all of the brown items that have been gathered.  While 
working develop vocabulary for shades of brown - dry leaf brown, chestnut seed brown, 
acorn brown, pine needle brown, etc.  

 

○ Create shades of brown paint 

○ Study images of self-portraits – “What do you SEE (or notice)?” How do you THINK the artist 
made it?  What do you WONDER about making your own self-portrait?  

 

○ Generate lists of ideas for how to make self-portraits, for possible materials, etc.  

○ Make self-portraits, use mirrors to see self reflections, etc. (EP2: FMDW) – take the time to 
make and explore each physical feature 

■ find or mix  - and then paint –  each child’s skin color 

■ add hair – using materials that reflect the textures and colors of the hair in your classroom 

■ add eyes, nose and mouth 

 

                                                           

● Making self-portraits only tell people a bit about us  How could we share more?  

○ Read a biography- type book -  I Like Me or Marvelous Me –  “Could we make books about us?” 

○ Brainstorm a list of possible interview questions for’ All About Me’ books (EP3:EWL) 

○ Interview all children for ‘All About Me’ book content.  Create books with child specific 
content, illustrations, etc. (EP2: FMDW) 

 

○ Create a ‘We Are Alike’ book – pairing children to draw and write about a similarity. 

EXPLORING AND LEARNING MORE 

Continue to add to knowledge base, add activities and experiences, field trip, find experts, plan class 

books, family engagement, etc. 

 

Possible Activities: 

● Work with the children to plan for a family event – to share children’s ‘All About Me’ books, the ‘We 
Are Alike’ book, and their Self-Portraits.  How would they like to share their work?  

 
● Invite families to come into the classroom (throughout the school year) to share a special something 

(activity, book, celebration, etc.) from their home.  
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EXTENSIONS/COMPLETION 

Reflect on next steps, extensions of content, new directions. 

 

● Host an event to share children’s ‘All About Me’ and ‘We Are Alike’ books and Self-Portraits, call it an 
Author Study, Publishing Breakfast, etc.  Be sure each child has an adult who can focus on their work.  
If a family member cannot make it ask another adult in the building to attend.   

 

○ Display self-portraits with clues, to share identities, similarities, and unique features. 

 

               

 

Possible Extensions: 

● Keep ‘All About Me’ and ‘We Are Alike’ books in the classroom throughout the entire year 

○ Inspire children to learn about their peers, read about themselves, etc. 

○ Notice if things that were true about them in the Fall have changed by the end of the year 

○ Add to and edit books throughout the year 

 

● Make a ‘Things We Are Good At, Things We Are Working On’ book  

○ Use this book to discuss how children can help one another in the classroom.  

○ Invite children to share advice and ideas for how to get better at things that we are learning. 

 

● Go deeper by exploring, discussing and creating curriculum around the following books: 

o We are All Alike, We Are All Different  or   I’m Like You, Your’re Like me – Yo Soy Como Tu, 

Tu Eres Como You .  These books will lead into explorations around families, homes,  

kindness, and more.  (See the Families Big Idea Guide.) 
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Content and 

Room Areas 

    Activities Connected to Big Idea 

Blocks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Props/Provocations: 

● Add blocks with child photos to the block area.  

 

● Add diverse figurines to the block area. 

● Post images that represent diverse people in diverse places. 

● Post photos of children’s structures (over time) and invite conversations about the 
ways that the structures are alike and different.  “One way they are alike is ______.  
One way they are different is ________.” 

Library 

(EP1:OLCD) 

 

Book: 

All Are Welcome by  Alexandra Penfold 

You Be You by Linda Kranz 

Me Too! by Michel Boucher 

The Colors of Us by Karen Katz 

Is It Hard? Is it Easy? By Mary McBurney Green 

A,B, C I Like Me by Nancy Carlson  

Shades of People by Shelley Rotner 

Two Eyes, A Nose and a Mouth by Roberta Grobel Intrater 

All the Colors of the Earth by Sheila Hananaka 

All the Colors We Are by Katie Kissinger 

Hairs/Pelitos  by Sandra Cisneros 

I Love My Hair by Natasha Anastatia Tarpley 

Big Hair, Don’t Care by Crystal Swain-Bates 

Whoever You Are by Mem Fox 

I like Myself by Karen Beaumont 

From Anne to Zach by Mary Jane Martin 

I’m Like You, You’re Like Me: A Book About Understanding and Appreciating Each Other by 

Cindy Gainer 

I Like Me by Nancy Carlson 

What I Like About Me by Allia Zobel Nolan 

Only One Like This - Avenues Big Book 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0679890076/qid=/sr=/ref=cm_lm_asin/002-1822978-0556026?v=glance
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We’re Different, We’re the Same (Sesame Street) by Bobbi Kates  

When I Was LIttle :A Four Year Olds Memoir of Her Youth by Jamie Lee Curtis  

We Are All Alike…We Are All Different by The Cheltenham Elementary School Kindergarten 

Dramatic 

Play 

(EP1:OLCD) 
Vocabulary & 

Concept 

Development 

 

 

Generate play props and themes with children: 
 

● Provide materials and props for family and home play. 

● Provide lots of mirror.  

● Provide a diversity of dolls.  

● Provide diverse images of caring for children, carrying children, etc.  

● Provide books with images of diverse babies and families, or the children’s own 
families.  

Art 

 

 

Group and Individual Projects: 

● Make a brown collage – using torn paper, paper bags, natural artifact, etc.  Brown 
is Beautiful!  

 

● “I Like”... Collage Webs (Individual child’s picture at the center with images of 
items/activities they like surrounding their photo) 

 

● Unfold a slow and intentional self-portrait project (EP2:FMDW) 

○ spend time mixing shades of brown – open exploration 

○ first using brown paint and adding drops of white or black  

o experimental mixing of  yellow, red, white and black (from The Colors of 
Us book) 

 

o find or mix colors that match children’s skin and then paint it on a 
template or paper plate 

 

○ Provide yarns, doll hair, wool, etc. to select and glue hair that matches the 
color and texture of the children in your classroom.  

 

○ Add eyes, noses and mouths – pre-practice drawing then add using crayons.  
Or for young children use eye stickers.  https://www.amazon.com/Roylco-R3338-

Eyeball-Stickers-

Large/dp/B0017OAPBM/ref=sr_1_18?keywords=eye+stickers&qid=1568389608&s=gateway&

sr=8-18   
 

                   

● Make self-portrait puppets 

https://www.amazon.com/Roylco-R3338-Eyeball-Stickers-Large/dp/B0017OAPBM/ref=sr_1_18?keywords=eye+stickers&qid=1568389608&s=gateway&sr=8-18
https://www.amazon.com/Roylco-R3338-Eyeball-Stickers-Large/dp/B0017OAPBM/ref=sr_1_18?keywords=eye+stickers&qid=1568389608&s=gateway&sr=8-18
https://www.amazon.com/Roylco-R3338-Eyeball-Stickers-Large/dp/B0017OAPBM/ref=sr_1_18?keywords=eye+stickers&qid=1568389608&s=gateway&sr=8-18
https://www.amazon.com/Roylco-R3338-Eyeball-Stickers-Large/dp/B0017OAPBM/ref=sr_1_18?keywords=eye+stickers&qid=1568389608&s=gateway&sr=8-18
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● Use mirrors to closely examine eye color and make eye collages or color in eye 
templates with colored pencils.  Teach children to layer and integrate the colors 
they see in their eyes.  

                                     

Writing 

Center 

(EP2:FMDW) 

 

● Have children use a dry erase marker to trace their own face on a tabletop mirror. 

● Add multicultural colored pencils, crayons, and/or markers. 

● Add table top mirrors for close examination of physical features.  

● Introduce Mat Man and practice drawing self. 

● Make Mat Man Face and practice drawing faces. 

● Draw yourself – draw a friend.  

● Practice building names and writing name.  

● Work on pages of’ All About Me’ book (EP3:EWL) 
● Work in pairs to make a page for the ‘We Are Alike’ book.  

Sensory 

 

Sensory Table: 

● Make playdough in shades of brown.  Allow the children to mix the shades and 
make new shades of brown.  Put the playdough out with rolling pins and people 
(gingerbread) cookie cutters.   

 

● Make plain playdough – invite children to add spices into tiny balls of playdough to 
create shades of brown and use vocabulary from books.  

 

      
● Finger paint with (or mix with a brush) small blobs of red, yellow, white and black 

to create browns. 
 

● Water Table: Home Connection - If children mention washing dishes at home, add 
dish soap, sponges and dramatic play plates, bowls, etc. for washing and towels for 
drying.  

 

● Add baby dolls in water table: giving babies bath. (Some young children believe 

skin color may be dirt or can be washed off.  This supports learning that skin color 

is not dirt and does not wash off. ) 
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Math  ● Play matching and memory games with photos of the children. 
 

● Play matching and memory games with photos of other children from around the 
world.  
 

● Notice and count body parts – “All of us have eyes.  How many do we have?”  
 

● Make graphs of the physical attributes of children in the class: eye color, hair color, 
hair type, etc. 

 

     
● Create Venn Diagrams – inviting children to place their photos where they belong. 

Categories can include likes, skills, attributes, etc.  Use “some people . . .” language.  
 

● Measure children with string and display lengths.  Compare height and discuss 
measurement vocabulary. Discuss what they notice.  
 

● Use beautiful stuff, paint samples, playdough samples etc. to practice seriation from 
dark to light, light to dark.  

 

                              

Science ● Add mirrors to the science area to encourage children noticing their reflection as 
well as other features of a reflective surface. 

 

● Explore natural materials that are brown – with magnifying glasses (pinecones, 
leaves, branches, shells, sands, dirt, seedpods, etc.) 

 

● Use ink pads to make fingerprints and look closely with a magnifying glass to 
observe the patterns of ridges on our fingertips. 

 

● Look for fingerprints in playdough and/or clay. 
 

● Provide color mixing experiments – using eye dropped and liquid watercolors. 
  

● Provide exploration of various textures – maybe samples of the yarns and 
materials used for hair – yarn, wool, etc.   

                                                                          

 

I Love My Hair video  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enpFde5rgmw 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enpFde5rgmw
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Differentia-

tion & 

Extensions 

● Provide, teach and practice key vocabulary  
○ unique, different, differences, special 
○ alike, same , similar, similarities 
○ some people 
○ me too! 
○ beautiful, rich, deep, etc. 
○ shades of brown 
○ darker, lighter, deeper, richer (colors) 
○ color words for eyes 
○ texture words for hair - straight, curly, thick, thin, wavy, long, short  

 

● Provide vocabulary in different languages when possible. Talk about the 
languages we speak.  

 

● Provide sentence starters/scaffolding to help children verbalize their likes and 
strengths (i.e. “I like ___.  I like to _____.  My favorite toy is _____.  I am able to 
___.)    

 
● For non-verbal or ELL children, offer selection of pictures and objects to choose 

from and identify likes/dislikes, etc. 
 

After weeks of this sharing and getting to know one another, add guessing games – “I 
am thinking of a friend who has ____ hair, likes to eat _____, and like to play ____.”  

 

 

 


